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Paper G - Housing Infrastructure Fund 

Recommendation: This item is for information 

Introduction 

In the 2016 Autumn Statement the Chancellor announced a National Productivity Investment Fund 

which would be used to support growth over the period to 2021. This includes funding for highway 

schemes, which was the subject of competitive bids earlier in the year, and the Housing 

Infrastructure Fund (HIF) which is being managed by the Department for Communities and Local 

Government. 

The aim of the Housing Infrastructure Fund is to support delivery of the policies in Government’s 

Housing White Paper, by removing barriers which prevent housing projects coming forward. 

HIF is a £2.3bn capital grant programme, operated on a competitive basis, aiming to unlock 100,000 

new homes by 2021. The purpose of the fund is to:- 

 Deliver physical infrastructure which will support new and existing communities 

 Make more land available for housing 

 Support local authorities who want to advance plans for growth 

 Enable local authorities to recycle funding for other infrastructure projects 

Bidding process and timescales 

There are two separate elements of HIF, Marginal Viability and Forward Funding. Initial bids for each 

element are to be submitted by 28 September 2017. 

Marginal Viability – Housing sites are often held back because the cost of key enabling 

infrastructure, such as transport or flood relief works, is too great. This fund aims to unlock sites by 

providing sufficient grant to render the development viable. The principle is to unlock stalled sites 

which are, in all other respects, primed and ready to deliver. 

Bids for Marginal Viability are to be submitted by Unitary and District Councils. They can be for a 

maximum of £10m. There is a single stage bidding process. 

Forward Funding – Larger and more strategic developments, such as new communities or urban 

extensions, often require a number of key infrastructure interventions before development can 

commence. The Forward Funding programme aims to support a small number of strategic and high 

impact schemes. In this case the investment may be as one of the first funders, in order to give 

confidence to the development industry. 

The infrastructure supported funding could include:- 

 Transport and travel 

 Utilities 

 Schools, community, heritage and healthcare facilities 



 Land assembly 

 Digital communications 

 Green infrastructure 

 Flood defence and sustainable drainage systems 

Bids for Forward Funding are to be submitted by Unitary and Upper Tier authorities. They can be for 

up to £250m. The bidding process is two-stage, and a relatively small number of schemes will be 

shortlisted leading to second round business case submissions in Spring 2018. 

 

Heart of the South West position 

While the bids are being sought from local authorities many of the projects coming forward are 

expected to be the type of scheme which in recent years have been candidates for funding through 

Growth Deals. Indeed, several of the LTB transport programme schemes are precisely the type of 

project which will now be funded through the Marginal Viability programme. 

The LEP is therefore conducting an exercise to collate information about the bid picture across the 

Heart of the South West. This will enable the LEP to support bids individually, and as a programme, 

as appropriate. 

This information is to be collated just in advance of the LTB meeting, and will be reported at the 

meeting. 

 


